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Opportunities From the Coronavirus Disease 2019 Pandemic
for Transforming Psychiatric Care With Telehealth
The mental health outcomes of the coronavirus disease 2019 pandemic are producing new demands but
also new opportunities for psychiatry. We know that
there are mental health outcomes of social distancing
policies and financial uncertainty, as well as worries about
personal health, family, and friends. This will produce a
global increase in adjustment issues and anxiety among
the population, which may increase demands on mental health services. On the other hand, the widespread
requirement for remote working has also fueled a renewed interest in telehealth with opportunities to increase access to care. Interest and use in telehealth
have surged with past disasters, such as September 11,
2001; the Indian Ocean tsunami in 2004; and Hurricane
Katrina in 20051—but the unparalleled scope and outcome of the current crisis warrants a different approach
than in the past.
The urgent need for clinical training and skills building around telehealth, as well as newer technologies,
such as mobile apps, will determine the influence that
psychiatry can have in addressing the mental health sequelae of the coronavirus disease 2019 pandemic. While
companies will use this moment to market their telehealth platforms or a panoply of apps, ensuring these
new tools are fully used will have an influence on care
that is more critical than the tools themselves. The US
government’s temporary 60-day relaxation (on March
17, 2020) of regulations around Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act security rules to permit
telehealth via nonsecure platforms is a striking example
of the correct focus on care over the tools enabling it.
But there is more to ensuring care than relaxing security
regulations.
We already know that disasters exacerbate existing mental health difficulties,2 so we do have a challenge, but the mental health needs associated with this
pandemic are different than before. Previous disasters
were more circumscribed and localized, which meant
that a brief and focused telehealth response was sufficient and could be delivered by telehealth experts or involve training just a few clinicians. Today, the challenge
is different. This pandemic is associated with illness concerns, school closures, self-quarantining, and financial
and vocational uncertainty, all of which are stresses associated with mental health issues. Some people living
with schizophrenia or affective psychosis, including those
whose conditions are currently stable, may be at higher
risk of symptom exacerbation or relapse. Some people
without any mental health condition may potentially be
at heightened risk of a new onset. This generates an unprecedented challenge in this period of elevated risk, especially when some programs for patients at clinical risk
are actually closed, inpatient unit beds are full, and the
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mental health protective factors of physical activity,
sleep, routines, social interactions, and more are being
disrupted.
In response to physical distancing, health services
around the world have turned again to telehealth via
video visits. This has enabled expanded access to psychiatric care, whereas face-to-face care would lead to the
spread of infection. The benefits of increased access to
telehealth services are apparent for telepsychiatry, but
in the present crisis, these benefits can only be realized
if these digital tools are used by clinicians who have the
appropriate training and guidance and know these services are accepted by organizations providing services
and payers.
The need for training among health care professionals is the number 1 priority. A recent review bluntly noted
such efforts have been “sparse, heterogeneous, and primarily descriptive.”3(p55) In the UK, the National Health
Service commissions services from telehealth services
and so has a history of use and trained professionals available, but even these prior solutions will fail as the need
for clinical contact expands. Frameworks for telehealth
training and faculty development already exist, although few have been implemented today.4 Building
rapport and therapeutic alliance via telehealth have been
cited as areas of resistance for adoption by clinicians. But
as with all skills, this so-called webside manner can be
improved with knowledge, training, and supervision.5 Clinicians may have more concerns about alliance than patients, including whether, with practical considerations
around technology use, forming and maintaining a strong
alliance can be the norm. Offering digital literacy and telehealth competencies training can ensure all clinicians
have the knowledge and skills necessary to work at full
capacity through new digital media.
Next, clinical guidance around implementation and
delivery of telehealth and digital health is necessary. Fortunately, there is a strong body of evidence for how telehealth can be used to offer effective care in every psychiatric condition. For example, we know that online
cognitive behavioral therapy shows evidence of efficacy but often lacks effectiveness in real-world settings when provided without human support and
interaction.6 Likewise, we know that smartphone apps
can be useful tools for some patients, but their efficacy
more than doubles when used with a clinician.7 In terms
of disaster responses, the actual evidence that can be
incorporated into clinical guidance today is minimal,1
highlighting the need for urgent research. Codifying
current evidence in preliminary guidelines and expanding research on real-world implementation and effectiveness will ensure the digital health tools are optimally used.
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Finally, for telehealth and digital health to thrive and not follow
the cycle of interest and then abandonment seen after previous disasters, there is a need for agreements on payment and supportive
regulation. In the UK, the Improving Access to Psychological Therapies service was written into national guidance and funding. In the
US, there is temporarily payment parity for treating certain patients on government-backed insurance plans, which increased access to care overnight. After the immediate crisis, offering data on
its cost-effectiveness will be critical to lobby for permanent payment parity and the need for private insurance to follow. Regulatory changes around the practice of psychiatry in the US, such as
the temporary suspension of the Ryan Haight Online Pharmacy Consumer Protection Act of 2008, which limited prescribing controlled substances without in-person visits, highlight how policy
changes can also rapidly increase access to care. When the immediate crisis subsides, we need to offer compelling outcomes data on
these supportive changes if we are to continue them in the future.
Patient partnerships in digital service design is vital in new pandemic-driven research programs because they will ensure new services are accessible and usable. We already know that there is a digital divide because of both a lack of technology skills and access to
online resources (eg, reliable internet connection, smartphone
credit).8 Although the digital divide is declining each year, it reARTICLE INFORMATION
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platforms could be important developments from this pandemic, but
the most enduring will be investment in the people, process, and support to ensure telehealth cycles of interest are not tied to disasters
but rather improve care every day.
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